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Joint Seminar of Statistics, Women Doing Math and Talk Math 2 Me groups 
Thank you to 
Talk Math 2 Me,  
Statistics, 
and  
Women Doing Math
organizers for inviting me
Special thanks tor Dr. Vera Ioudina for making my whole stay an 
unforgettable experience and for introducing me to this amazing 
group of scholars and this university. 
• The context: 
• A little about you, me, Statistics at UCLA, and Statistics 
Education Research in the U.S. and around the globe
• The data deluge and the start of another, yet more rushed, 
cycle of research?
• Women mathematicians in data-centric jobs 
• Probability
• When probability is the first stats course a student takes
• Why I wrote a book on probability in the context given
• Conclusions
OUTLINE
1. The context. 
A little about you. Use color cards given to you to 
answer
A little about you
A little about me, and the Stats Dept at UCLA
A little about me, and the Stats Dept at 
UCLA
Stats Dept
Before 1998
The division of stats 
housed by math 
Math dept
Posters by: Joint Policy Board for Mathematics (JPBM) – a collaborative 
effort of the American Mathematical Society, the American Statistical 
Association, the Mathematical Association of America, and the Society for 
Industrial and Applied Mathematics.
8
9
10
https://www.amstat.org/ASA/Education/K-12-Educators.aspx https://www.nctm.org/Standards-and-
Positions/Principles-and-Standards/Data-
Analysis-and-Probability/
Statistics is not a 
branch of Math  
11
https://www.amstat.org/asa/education/Guidelines-for-Assessment-and-
Instruction-in-Statistics-Education-Reports.aspx
(A)Making sense of figures 
(B)Systems guides for, tough, fuzzy 
issues wherever the collection 
and interpretation of data  
involved
(C)The kernel of the process of 
inquiry-the common core that is 
left when one stripes away the 
contexts of particular 
investigations. 
(D)The study of the process of 
scientific enquiry
12
https://new.censusatschool.org.nz/resource/data-detective-poster/
It’s here 
before we 
are ready 
Source of slide: Chris Wild, 
USCOTS 2013 13
It’s here 
14
Source of slide: Chris Wild, 
USCOTS 2013
15
https://www.math.ucla.edu/sites/default/files/ugrad/Maj
ors,%20Minors%20&%20Spec/pdf/Data%20theory%20p
age.pdf
16
17
https://www.uclaextension.edu/digital-technology/data-analytics-management/certificate/data-science
18
And the department of 
Biomathematics, this year, 
changed its name to 
“UCLA Computational 
Medicine “
19
Data 
Theory? 
Stats?  Data 
Science? 
Data Science was introduced in the Los Angeles Unified 
School District (LAUSD) in the 2014-2015 school year and, 
in 2018, UCLA joined with the LAUSD to provide 
additional support for the course.  Introductory Data 
Science (IDS), which fulfills the UC/CSU A-G subject matter 
requirement in mathematics, is currently available in 16 
high schools in the school district. 
20
https://www.mobilizingcs.org/
21

23
Life Science and 
Physical sciences 
students must be 
taught Stats and 
Math better
2. WOMEN MATHEMATICIANS IN DATA-CENTRIC 
JOBS
(A)Lady Ala Lovelace
(B)Charles Babbar
(C) Mary Allen Wilkes 
(D) Arlene Gwendolyn Lee
Who was the first person to be what we would now call a coder (someone that writes 
computer programs to be executed by a computer?)
25
(A)Lady Ala Lovelace, as a young mathematician in England in 
1833, wrote the first computer program in history, an 
algorithm with which an Analytical Engine designed by Charless Babbar
would calculate the Bernoulli sequence of numbers. 
Died at 36, never saw the code executed. 
(A)Charles Babbar
(A) Mary Allen Wilkes 
(B) Arlene Gwendolyn Lee
Who was the first person to be what we would now call a coder (someone that writes 
computer programs to be executed by a computer?)
26
A woman, Mary Allen Wilkes, wrote the software that would let a user control the first 
interactive personal computer in real time, in 1961
In the `1940s women were pioneers in writing software for the machines. 
Kathleen McNulty, Jean Jennings, Betty Snyder, Marlyn Wescoff, Frances Bilas, 
Ruth Lichterman, programmed to execute instructions. There was no google, 
no internet forums, just “their brain in a jar, solving hellish problems.” 
For men, the real glory lay in making the hardware. 
In the ‘50s and ‘60s employers looked for candidates who were logical, good 
at math and meticulous and passed aptitude tests. Gender stereotypes 
worked in womens’ favors. 
“The computer did not care that I was a woman or that I was black. 
Most women had it much harder.” 
(Arlene Gwendolyn Lee, one of the early female programmers
in Canada). 
February 13th, 2019 by Clive Thompson, New York Times
27
Managers began picking coders less on the basis of aptitude and more on how well they 
fit a personality type: the acerbic, aloof look, with incidence of rugged individualism or 
nonconformity
The change after the 60s. 
28
Times are changing again, women coders and data analysts are back in big ways
Women mathematicians in 
data-centric occupations 
As a Machine Learning Engineer, I am
Kitu says: “be capable of being a life-long learner.
Also, as females, we often feel guilty and timid to 
admit when we have questions, but the only way to 
survive the data industry is to constantly be asking 
questions. Reach out for help often, and in turn 
guide others. Collaborating with others is 
immensely useful in data science since you learn 
and share much more in a group setting that 
comprises different skills and ideas than you would 
on your own. Data science is meant to be a 
collaborative art, so be comfortable working with 
others and challenging others' assumptions.
30

Women mathematicians in 
data-centric occupations 

As a Machine Learning Engineer, I am
3. In this data-centric world context, 
with high demand for our majors, 
Probability, not Intro Stats, is
• Introduce probability as the goal of scientific 
inquiry: to model uncertainty in the real 
world. 
• Captivate  by relating probability to those 
who came up with many of the models, who 
were engineers, astronomers, surveyors, 
biochemists
• For example, Weibull and Gauss came up 
with their distributions (probability laws of 
the real world) through experimentation and 
data. Tell students how. Mathematicians then 
entertained themselves with the little f 
properties and the data was forgotten until 
students got to the stats class.
36
• Challenge students prior beliefs, be honest about the role that data 
played in the discovery of the probability laws taught…
37
Gamblers said in the 17th century that in both 1 and 2, C was the answer. But 
the data they collected every day said that this was not the case. 
1
2
If you toss two fair six-sided dice and 
you have to bet on a sum of 8 or 7 
which would you choose? 
If you roll three fair six-sided dice and 
have to bet  on a sum of 10 or 9, 
which one would you choose?  
(A) 8        Probability 5/36 
(B)7        Probability 6/36   ( 7 wins, data wins)  
(C) Equally likely   This is wrong
(A)10     Probability 27/216   (10 wins, data wins)
(B) 9 Probability 25/216
(C) Equally likely    This is wrong. 
1
1
1
2
Math then explained why the 
data wins. It is not the number 
of partitions (gamblers model), 
count the permutations of each   
partition (the order)
38
• Maxwell-Boltzmann model of particles –
Order matters (Microstates)
• Bose and Einstein model of particles –
order not important
39
Cheat sheet. 
For 9, there are 6 partitions: 1/3/5, 1/2/6, 1/4/4, 2/2/5, 2/3/4, 3/3/3. But this is not what we should count, 
Galileo claims. Each of those partitions covers several possibilities, depending on which die exhibits the 
numbers. What we must count is the number of permutations of each partition. For three different numbers 
there are 6 permutations, for example. For the partitions given, we have the following 25 outcomes (out of 
216): (1,3,5), (1,5,3), (3,1,5), (3,5,1), (5,1,3), (5,3,1), (1,2,6), (1,6,2), (2,1,6), (2,6,1), (6,1,2), (6,2,1), (1,4,4), (4,1,4), 
(4,4,1), (2,2,5), (2,5,2), (5,2,2), (2,3,4), (2,4,3), (3,2,4), (3,4,2), (4,2,3), (4,3,2), (3,3,3). Repeating the process for a 
sum of 10 points, we can show that there are 27 different dice-throws (out of 216). 
It is not hard to do the same reasoning for the sum of two fair six sided dice. 
40
For example, help identify and eliminate corruption within the sports sector (Paulden 2016). Chris Gray (2015) (p=the 
probability of player A winning a point on serve). 
41
Probability modeling in Artificial Intelligence, genetic counseling, spam email filtering, detection of hacking. …
There are many articles on probability in these contexts published in magazines written to popularized statistics to  
students (Significance, Chance, for example).  Revisit good pedagogy of many years ago and multidisciplinary 
textbooks.  
Students can be probability modelers before they engage in asymptotics
Data used to 
discover 
probability 
model
Probability 
law,  model, 
F(x), f(x, e.g. 
Weibull) 
New data on 
survival after 
surgery  
assumed to 
follow model
Fit model, 
determine if 
fit is good 
(stats 
inference)
Reach 
conclusion: Is 
model good 
for survival 
data?  If not, 
42
• By connecting data to probability we mean 
explaining to students how the density 
functions were discovered through 
experimentation and the resulting data, how 
laws of large numbers, central limit theorems 
and such were discovered through 
experimentation with data. Math came later to 
refine the formulas, to study properties. 
• Experimentation is not simulation. Students 
need to experiment to discover new laws 
applicable in their discipline.  With simulation 
they just prove empirically what was already 
discovered. The distinction between both is 
made in my book. 

(A) Before the goal of creating a statistically literate society and having stats education fully implemented in schools 
has been reached, new curriculum on big data is expected to be introduced quickly in schools and universities. 
New teacher training is needed. 
(B) In the middle of this demand, job opportunities have grown, other disciplines want us statisticians and 
mathematicians  to teach our trade to students in a meaningful way to increase diversity and inclusiveness in their 
STEM disciplines, and to cater to the data that they collect, which varies by field and institution. 
(C) Women with just a B.S or minor in statistics or the new applied mathematics are in high demand once again and 
are working in data-centric jobs after graduation. They play a crucial role in mentoring students and being role 
models and are an indication of what the job market for our majors is like. 
(D) Research in probability education needs to catch up. We have enough of intro stats education research. My book is 
an attempt to make students aware of the role that data played in discovering the probability theory they study. It 
is a modest contribution to a much needed probability education research. (Note: the inventors of the density 
functions and probability laws we teach did not use big data, big data is not needed to make students experiment 
to discover models,  but students faced with big data could discover new density functions with experimentation 
that results in big data). We need to make students feel that they are part of the scientific community. 
Conclusions
Thank you to all of you for being here and to 
Talk Math 2 Me,  
Statistics, 
and  
Women Doing Math
organizers for inviting me
Special thanks tor Dr. Vera Ioudina for making my whole stay an 
unforgettable experience and for introducing me to this amazing 
group of scholars and this university. 
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